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ABSTRACT 
The simplified WSN faces various security challenges due to its nature. The present approach identifies and avoids 
Jelly Fish node (malicious node) in the path discovery phase and hence path chosen by the source node will be 
secured for data transmission.  This approach intend to a point that it does depend upon the relationship between the 
nodes and the working condition of attack. The simulation is carried out in MATLAB thus, we have a tendency 
to evaluate that our algorithmic rule shows higher routing performance than associate existing approach in terms 
of finish to finish delay. Security in WSN may be a terribly huge space of research; we've simply touched the 
surface of this field. In our algorithmic rule, we've managed to mitigate solely packet dropping attack. 
This algorithmic rule will be additional expanded to mitigate additional alternative attacks. Thus, we have a 
tendency to evaluate that our algorithmic rule shows higher routing performance than associate existing approach in 
terms of finish to finish delay. Security in WSN may be a terribly huge space of research; we've simply touched the 
surface of this field. In our algorithmic rule, we've managed to mitigate solely packet dropping attack. Thisalgorithm 
can befurtherexpanded to mitigate more other   attacks. After completion of simulation approx. 3000 rounds of 
communication energy level of node is been observed. During the attack of JF node the rapid downfall of network 
energy is being observed. But with proposed algorithm it has find out and removed from the network and ultimately 
improve the network life. The sort out of the Jelly Fish node is another typical work that can also be performed 
during the proposed work as well as the execution which counts energy in round phase of simulation.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless communication has many problems over the wired networks.   Wireless network has gained lot of 
popularity over wired networks due to their unique characteristics. The word ADHOC has Latin roots and means 
temporary. WANET is a particular network for a particular application.   WANET requires no fixed infrastructure 
for its working.   Network devices (nodes) are mobile and communicate over a wireless medium.  Also, there is 
absence of central monitoring system that has to authority that manages the network. The participating nodes do 
network management and routing of data.  The participating nodes of the network have limited resources. This 
difference from the wired network, WANET faces too many challenges such as battery constraints, dynamic 
topology, and bandwidth constraints [1].Wireless network faces various security challenges due to its nature.  A lot 
of vulnerabilities arise due to no central authority and wireless medium of transmission. Route establishment and 
data transmission are two important functions of routing algorithm in WANET.  These two phases need to be 
secured from attackers.  The routing technique must be so flexible that it can work with various attacks. Hence, good  
Communication implies secure routing algorithm.In  this  thesis  work,  we consider  energy based securing  route  
management  phase  of the routing protocol to mitigate  a particular type of malicious attack  called as JF node 
Attack [2]. In this attack  a malicious node forces to route the data  traffic through  it by not following the actual  
algorithm  and then  drops the data  packets without  forwarding them  to  the  destination node.    This attack will 
result in denial of service (layer 7 attack) to the destination node. Before moving the data, we make sure that the 
abuse of the node does not stop the packet. A better grouping of this technique is the transmission rate compared to 
actual routing techniques. 
 
2 PROBLEM STATEMENTS 
Wireless sensor networks (WSN) or WANET are hard to find the fastest way to reduce energy. Because the sensor 
node is powerful and is not expected to work for a long time. But in most cases, this sensor is difficult and cannot be 
replaced or charged. Therefore, network life sensor nodes rely on battery life, where effective data-driven WSN 
routines serve as a particular challenge. The fact is that the size of the sensor head should be smaller, and the size of 
the components, the processor, the storage obstacles, and the size of the data need to be small. Therefore, any 
improvement in these networks should focus on improving the energy consumption of the network. Unfortunately, 
rapid eradication of energy can be caused during a node. This is why the largest survey of autumn energy analysis 
was found due to the worst nodes. 
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3. LITERATURE SURVEY 
[1] Md. Zair Hussain1, M. P. Singh2 and R. K. Singh3 1Maulana Azad faculty of Engg. & Tech., 
Patna, India projected the routing protocols take issue on the premise of application and spec. With awareness could 
be a mandatory stylecriterion, several new protocols are specifically designed for routing, power management 
and information dissemination. Economical routing during a sensing element network needs that routing 
protocol should minimize network energy dissipation and maximize network period.[2] Aswini Kavarthapu 
proposed a method faulty sensor node is detected by discrete path selection technique by compare the actual RTT 
with present RTT. This method is simulated in NS2 on WSNs with eight sensor nodes designed using circular 
topology.[3]Abderahmane Baadache et.al. Fill out a viewpoint that recognizes the evidence and use packets to 
proceed properly on its way. During this trick, the reply sends a reply to the sender to every pack that receives 
the noodle to mark the message's unexpected reception. The price of the victim sacrificing the communication 
is determined. This point of view is incredibly balanced. Every noodle on the trail needs to be conscious and 
check. In addition, the communication is headed up because of being sent by every node. [4] Anuj Rai suggests 
that the WSN routing algorithm in which a region's node is capable of detecting. The path to requesting pathology in 
mathematical causes the message that causes a nuclear program request. All responsive messages sending send 
black labels as square passing nodes. This approach has introduced a delay in a significant amount, and it does not 
address the cooperative area under the attack of the area.[5] Nabarun Chatter Jee et.al. Recommended a technique 
involving cryptography toavoid region node throughout the trail setup section. Sender node sends some plain text to 
the destination node with the route request message, and the destination node sends the encrypted text with the reply 
message. This methodology permits solely destination node to reply to route request [6] S.Sankara et.al.Have used 
the hash-based technique to avoid part attack. Every node encompasses a distinctive Id that it uses whereas causing 
back the reply. The response message is hashed, and the hash worth is saved within the message to make sure that 
reply reached tamper unengaged to the supply node. Supply node collects all the response messages foran amount, 
and therefore the then correct route is known. [7] Anand Aware et.al.proposed to discard the primary reply to 
achieve sender node, and realize the second optimum reply message to hold out the info transmission. This 
technique fails if the network size is giant.[8] Debarati Roy Choudhury et.al. Have given associate degree approach 
that prevents any alteration of the traditional behavior of the AODV protocol. The supply node maintain, one to 
store the received replies and different to avoid wasting the malicious node’s data.[9] Satoshi movie 
maker et.al.has given another view to avoid participating. During this perspective, the correct setting is the type of 
character exploitation of different types of vector. Price value for feature vector is counted on every mountain 
measurement. 
 
4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
This paper investigates the WSN scenario and the working behaviours of from MATLAB and rapid energy fall due 
to unwanted node like Jelly Fish(JF). For this research it needs to implement 50 nodes in the area of WSN. This 
research has been focused on ADHOC communication network so it will work for WSN. Simulation provides the 
two stages containing one is simple work and other is the Jelly Fish node. 
 
4.1 Simulation Parameter and Removal Technique of Jelly Fish 

Table 4.1: Important Proposed parameter 

Parameter Value 
Area 1000*1000 2 

NumberofNodes 50 
Initial Network Energy 1J 

Simulation Round 3000  

Transmission Rate EFS=10*10^(-12); 
EMP=0.0013*10^(-
12) 

Data Aggregation Energy 
 

EDA=5*10^(-9) 

MobilityModel RandomWay-point 

Probability of converting Jelly 
Fish node 

Automatic 
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It has not a clear that how much Jelly Fish
the automatizationprocess of proposed work that how much number of 
simulation formed. It is just for attending the actual scenario so that in real situation can be bitterly 
 
4.2 Work flow of proposed work 
Step1: First take a MATLAB 2010b.
Step2: go the command prompt. 
Step3: type guide. 
Step4: use default GUI. 
Step 5: drag and drop two buttons. 
Step6: one is for basic and other is for proposed.
Step 7: name both button from property inspector.
Step8: the right clicks the button again.
Step 9: the go to call back and press the 
Step 10: similarly same process will be follow for other but for proposed work.
 
Case 1-No 
No result will come out because no any energy count technique has been executed.
 
Case 2-Yes 
 First assigning the energy of each 
 Make one node as base station who behaviors take as a sink like behaviors.
 This node is for the data aggression of all nodes and broadcast and assigning the task that will for each round.
 As the communication round increase the energy being decrease 

send transmission and reception of signals.
 A malicious node has been introduced which has very similar behavior like base station.
 It will raise more communication to rest of nodes.
 It has sink the essential data and force the node to more communication so the energy become rapidly finish.
 The count the energy of each nodes and the sum of total node as per the round increases.
 Due to malicious node called Jelly Fish

or without Jelly Fish. 
 At the end of simulation it has been come out figure of 
 
5. SIMULATION RESULT 
This result comes out after the proposed work code executed in MATLAB. Which is designed through guide 
mechanism provided in MATLAB and makes it a GUI that contains two buttons and having one has the simple work 
not having algorithm and other has executed to proposed algorithm.
 

Fig 5.1: Basic lay

Jelly Fish node is being converted from the ordinary node. It is to
of proposed work that how much number of Jelly Fish nodes formed during or before the 

simulation formed. It is just for attending the actual scenario so that in real situation can be bitterly 

 
Step1: First take a MATLAB 2010b. 

Step6: one is for basic and other is for proposed. 
Step 7: name both button from property inspector. 
Step8: the right clicks the button again. 
Step 9: the go to call back and press the basic code which is discussed below. 
Step 10: similarly same process will be follow for other but for proposed work. 

No result will come out because no any energy count technique has been executed. 

First assigning the energy of each node  
Make one node as base station who behaviors take as a sink like behaviors. 
This node is for the data aggression of all nodes and broadcast and assigning the task that will for each round.
As the communication round increase the energy being decrease because the each round need some energy for 
send transmission and reception of signals. 
A malicious node has been introduced which has very similar behavior like base station.
It will raise more communication to rest of nodes. 

a and force the node to more communication so the energy become rapidly finish.
The count the energy of each nodes and the sum of total node as per the round increases.

Jelly Fish it is quite easy to detect the energy used diff

At the end of simulation it has been come out figure of approx. 3000 round. 

This result comes out after the proposed work code executed in MATLAB. Which is designed through guide 
mechanism provided in MATLAB and makes it a GUI that contains two buttons and having one has the simple work 
not having algorithm and other has executed to proposed algorithm. 

 

Basic layout of proposed GUI designed in MATLAB 2013

node is being converted from the ordinary node. It is totally dependent on 
nodes formed during or before the 

simulation formed. It is just for attending the actual scenario so that in real situation can be bitterly analysed.  

This node is for the data aggression of all nodes and broadcast and assigning the task that will for each round. 
because the each round need some energy for 

A malicious node has been introduced which has very similar behavior like base station. 

a and force the node to more communication so the energy become rapidly finish. 
The count the energy of each nodes and the sum of total node as per the round increases. 

it is quite easy to detect the energy used differentiation in present case 

This result comes out after the proposed work code executed in MATLAB. Which is designed through guide 
mechanism provided in MATLAB and makes it a GUI that contains two buttons and having one has the simple work 

out of proposed GUI designed in MATLAB 2013-a. 
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This is the first setting in which MATLAB has been created in 2013. It is set in front of two layouts, it has a simple 
WSN, which is mainly showing node space. The other recommended WSN energy consumption button is the work 
button. 

Fig 5.2: Executing the 50

This layout come after the pressing the first button. Here the triangle is the node of WSN and it is 50 in number 
within the proposed area 150*150.It can be varies as our requirements. This implementation just shows that how the 
communication node inserted by placing the node in random manners.

Fig 5.3: Figure shows the nodes transmitting the energy for communication

As it saw in the figure above, move the signal shown as node circle. It's a limit of distance in wave measures. A
increase in distance, energy dramatically decreases. Therefore, there is a need for a small energy during the 
communication period. With minimum energy consumption, we have got a long network life. But for the receiver, it 
is necessary to reach the signal with the lowest packet reduction rate. At the same time, considering the need to 
reach the base station through the node, it will have to consider two terms. It should be at least a period of energy.

first setting in which MATLAB has been created in 2013. It is set in front of two layouts, it has a simple 
WSN, which is mainly showing node space. The other recommended WSN energy consumption button is the work 

 

: Executing the 50- Jelly Fish nodes in proposed area 

This layout come after the pressing the first button. Here the triangle is the node of WSN and it is 50 in number 
within the proposed area 150*150.It can be varies as our requirements. This implementation just shows that how the 
communication node inserted by placing the node in random manners. 

 

Figure shows the nodes transmitting the energy for communication

As it saw in the figure above, move the signal shown as node circle. It's a limit of distance in wave measures. A
increase in distance, energy dramatically decreases. Therefore, there is a need for a small energy during the 
communication period. With minimum energy consumption, we have got a long network life. But for the receiver, it 

gnal with the lowest packet reduction rate. At the same time, considering the need to 
reach the base station through the node, it will have to consider two terms. It should be at least a period of energy.

first setting in which MATLAB has been created in 2013. It is set in front of two layouts, it has a simple 
WSN, which is mainly showing node space. The other recommended WSN energy consumption button is the work 

 

This layout come after the pressing the first button. Here the triangle is the node of WSN and it is 50 in number 
within the proposed area 150*150.It can be varies as our requirements. This implementation just shows that how the 

Figure shows the nodes transmitting the energy for communication 

As it saw in the figure above, move the signal shown as node circle. It's a limit of distance in wave measures. As an 
increase in distance, energy dramatically decreases. Therefore, there is a need for a small energy during the 
communication period. With minimum energy consumption, we have got a long network life. But for the receiver, it 

gnal with the lowest packet reduction rate. At the same time, considering the need to 
reach the base station through the node, it will have to consider two terms. It should be at least a period of energy. 
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Fig 5.4: This figure comes out after executing the WSN to 3000 rounds. 

Figure 5.4 shows three lines, one of which is the primary line representing the second line of energy line, and the 
dark pink represents the network's energy during the Jelly Fish attack, is presented appropriately. And is instantly 
integrated into the main line. The work offered in the third line eliminates the Jelly Fish nodes that form a wireless 
sensor network, and reduces the energy level according to the communication needs. 

5.1 Comparison Table  

Table 5.1: Comparitive table shows the packet drop condition before attack and removal of attack 

Round During Attack After Removal of Attack 

0 100 100 

250 90 100 

500 70 100 

750 50 100 

1000 20 100 

1250 10 98 

1500 5 20 

1750 3 15 

2000 2 10 

2250 1 7 

2500 0 4 

2750 0 3 

3000 0 0 
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Fig 5.5: 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Since wireless sensors are widely deployed in network areas, it is difficult to change the sensor node batteries. 
Clustering node senses are used to increase the life 
attacker node unfortunately stopped the packages received by the Antidote node. Data can be broken due to jelly fish 
attacks (batteries) and sensor networks. Invalid routing table information 
network. If there is a jelly fish node in the network, network will be performing overall. Packet packet pack can end 
network performance. Our security proposal can reduce packet loss attacks in WSN. Our idea is n
extra mass accounting to defend against such attacks. Therefore, more packet transmission rates are obtained. This 
method identifies and analyzes the jelly fish node in the way of finding the way, so it is stored for data transfers 
through the selected source node. There are many ways to do this, it is, it is not dependent on the relationship 
between the nodes. Therefore, if a trusted node becomes a node accidentally, then our approach is to prevent attacks 
from attacks. 

This paper estimates that our network performance improves the current method of terminal and energy hazard 
better. Wireless sensors are an important area of cybersecurity research; we have just touched the field level. In the 
proposed algorithm, we need to reduce th
further increase the attack. 
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